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SALES UP AS DEMAND STAYS STRONG
2022 has picked up where 2021 left off, with
near-record demand leading to the busiest January
and February since 2016, according to Zoopla.
Sales agreed in February were 31% above the 2017-19 average
for the month, according to TwentyCi, matching levels last seen at
the start of 2021. Meanwhile, mortgage approvals in January were
at their highest point since July 2021, 12% above the 2017-19
average for the month, according to the Bank of England.
The mismatch endures, however, between supply and demand.
The number of prospective buyers is 70% higher than the five-year
average, while the total number of homes for sale is 43% lower.
The result of this imbalance is fierce competition for available stock;
Zoopla figures show that half of all sold properties were purchased
after less than three weeks on the market.

SOARING RENTS ARE HERE TO STAY
Private rents are rising nationwide at the fastest rate
in five years, according to figures from the Office for
National Statistics (ONS), with the average rent up
by 2% in the year to January 2022.
This was a slight rise on the 1.8% growth recorded in the year
to December 2021. The East Midlands was the region with the
biggest increase in average rental prices (3.6%), while London
had the smallest (0.1%).
With office workers and students returning to cities, the net
balance of contributors noting an increase in demand rose to
+55% in the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors’ (RICS)
February survey.
Meanwhile, supply remains problematic; the RICS survey noted
a decline in landlord instructions to a net balance of -21%.
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Respondents expect this trend to continue, anticipating that
rents will increase annually by an average rate of 5% over
the next five years.

BEDROOMS LOST AS HOMEOWNERS
ADAPTED TO PANDEMIC
Nine million bedrooms were ‘lost’ during the
pandemic, as versatile Brits repurposed existing
space to meet their work and leisure needs.
A study by Zoopla found that two in five homeowners adapted
their home during the pandemic, of whom more than half
completely repurposed at least one bedroom. One in five
households changed multiple bedrooms. With remote and hybrid
working now on the agenda for many, almost half (46%) of those
who have made changes created a home office.
The result was the creation of nearly five million home offices,
1.3 million home gyms, and a combined two million home
bars, cinemas and music rooms. UK households spent, on
average, £3,714 making these adaptations – a national total
of around £36.5bn.
However, the study suggests that homeowners who have
repurposed rooms may now feel less happy with the space they
have. Of those who had to repurpose rooms, more than half
said this meant having to compromise on their space at home,
a figure that rose to 83% of homeowners under 25.

The number of prospective buyers is 70%
higher than the five-year average, while the
total number of homes for sale is 43% lower.
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HOUSE PRICES
HEADLINE STATISTICS
HOUSE PRICE INDEX (JAN 2022)*
AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE

HOUSE PRICES
PRICE CHANGE BY REGION
143.6*
£273,752

REGION

MONTHLY
CHANGE (%)

ANNUAL
CHANGE (%)

AVERAGE
PRICE (£)

ENGLAND

0.1%

9.4%

£291,560

MONTHLY CHANGE

0.4%

NORTHERN IRELAND (QUARTER 4 - 2021)

0.1%

7.9%

£159,151

ANNUAL CHANGE

9.6%

SCOTLAND

2.2%

10.8%

£182,786

WALES

1.3%

13.9%

£206,251

EAST MIDLANDS

1.8%

11.6%

£235,503

EAST OF ENGLAND

1.4%

11.5%

£341,629

-1.8%

2.2%

£510,102

NORTH EAST

1.7%

8.3%

£150,787

NORTH WEST

-0.3%

9.6%

£199,791

SOUTH EAST

0.5%

11.1%

£378,311

SOUTH WEST

-1.1%

10.9%

£307,468

WEST MIDLANDS REGION

-0.1%

10.3%

£235,809

YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER

-0.2%

7.3%

£194,525

*(Jan 2015 = 100)

 Average house prices in the UK

increased by 9.6% in the year to
December 2021

 On a non-seasonally adjusted basis,
average house prices in the UK increased

by 0.4% between December 2021 and
January 2022

 House price growth was strongest
in Wales where prices increased by

13.9% in the year to January 2022.

Source: The Land Registry
Release date: 23/03/22
Next data release: 13/04/22

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE BY
PROPERTY TYPE – JANUARY 2022
PROPERTY TYPE

ANNUAL INCREASE

DETACHED
£431,680

12.6%

SEMI-DETACHED
£263,812

10.5%

TERRACED
£221,680

9.0%

FLAT / MAISONETTE
£224,186

5.1%

Source: The Land Registry
Release date: 23/03/22

LONDON

HOUSING MARKET OUTLOOK
“The sheer level of activity in the market in recent years eroded the
stock of homes for sale. But the data indicates that more homes
are now coming to the market, as movers and other owners list
their properties - and this will create more choice for the many
buyers active in the market. However, the imbalance between
high demand and supply will take much longer to unwind, and
this imbalance will continue to underpin pricing in the coming year.
Even so, the rate at which house prices are rising is expected to
ease during 2022 due to economic headwinds, including increases
to mortgage rates and the rising cost of living.”
Gráinne Gilmore, Head of Research at Zoopla
Source: Zoopla March 2022

Contains HM Land Registry data © Crown copyright and database right 2022.
This data is licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

All details are correct at the time of writing (23 March 2022)

It is important to take professional advice before making any decision relating to your personal finances. Information within this document
is based on our current understanding and can be subject to change without notice and the accuracy and completeness of the information
cannot be guaranteed. It does not provide individual tailored investment advice and is for guidance only. Some rules may vary in different
parts of the UK.
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